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Does the Private Investigator              
I hire need to be Licensed?    

The answer to this question is a BIG  

YES! 

You wouldn’t work with an                  
unlicensed realtor, doctor, or            

contractor.   
Any investigator you interview 

should be able to produce a copy of 
his license for you                               

 

{A}. You need to make sure the 

person or company you are hiring 

for yourself or your business  has 

integrity and is honest.  

{B}. Ask: find out if the Private 

Investigator working 

your case is licensed. If 

the State requires a 

license and the Private 

Investigator does not have one it’s 

illegal for the P.I. to take your 

case.  

{C}. Find out what type of           

services the Private Investigator 

and or his firm provides. 

{D}. Up front 

find out how the 

Private Investiga-

tor charges. You 

want to make sure 

you understand this and that you 

are both on the same page.  

 {E}. You should be aware that a 
Private Investigator may not  

release information 
acquired  during an 
investigation to anyone 
other than his or her 
client, unless other-

wise instructed by the client. 
However if a judge issues a Private 
Investigator to release information 

through a court order, the rules of 
the court must be followed.  

{F}. Often Private Investigators 
will offer free advice on how to 
proceed before accepting a case. 

Many times they 
will advise a client 
to consult with an 
attorney before 
taking on a case. 

This insures that the investigation 
will not only be beneficial but cost 
effective.  
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quickly, easily, and without         
complaint.   

Don’t assume that just because          
private investigators are often       
required to conduct their work in 
stealthy ways that their business 
dealings are just as clandestine.          
 

You want and need a private       
investigator who has an established 
business presence and an up-to-
date license to practice,      
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“Your case will be   
fully and expertly        

investigated.” 

A Dynamic Investigations Agency 

Quality Professional Service 

Kiamalu is Hawaii's Finest Private Investigations Agency Serving Worldwide.  

Specializing in the UCMJ and Criminal Defense Investigations.  
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which confirms that they have met their state’s particular standards for 
licensing.  The vast majority of states require that anyone engaging in 
the practice of investigations be licensed.     

Here are some tips to use when  
     

 Hiring a Private Investigator 
     

1. Do not rely on the internet alone.               
You can find anything you want                    
online, including companies that claim                                        
to offer investigative services. 

 In many cases, these online enterprises               
are completely unregulated and often produce        
inaccurate results. Investigation companies that 
practice solely online typically have access to   
databases of public records – they may return   
information to you like telephone numbers,       
address directories, voter registration filings, and 
the like. These background checks offer merely 
surface information that, with a little legwork and 
a few phone calls, you could likely have            
discovered on your own. For the most accurate, 
recent, and comprehensive information, hiring a 
licensed private investigator is the smart choice. 
 
2. Do what makes you comfortable.                

Because much of a private investigator’s work is done 
under the radar or behind the scenes, and because the  
person or entity hiring them likely wants to keep the 
work quiet for now, meeting in person can cause some 
discomfort for the client. You do not need to meet with 

your private investigator unless you want to. The majority of the        
services offered by a private investigator can be done with a minimal 
amount of inconvenience to the client. The formality of a meeting is 
usually not necessary, but if it makes you feel more comfortable to vet 
investigator candidates face-to-face, by all means make an appointment 
with every professional who seems qualified to undertake the work you 
need completed. 
 
3. Always get it in writing.                                                                  
Before you do any sort of business with a private investigator, and     
before any money exchanges hands, agree on a contract that is signed  
by both parties. This formality is a necessity that makes it clear exactly 

To date there are 
only seven States 

that do not require 
a person be        

licensed. They are 
Alabama, Alaska,  
Colorado, Idaho, 

Mississippi,                   
South Dakota and 

Wyoming.                           
And in these States                              

it is at least            
necessary to obtain 
a business license.  
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Is a JAG Lawyer a  
real Lawyer? 

Becoming a military attorney 
combines two careers.                

To become a JAG                             
1. You must receive a        
undergraduate degree.                                

2. Attend an American Bar     
Association - approved law 
school and graduate with a   

minimum 2.0 grade point average 
in your legal coursework.                           

3. Pass the bar exam                            
4. Enlisting in the JAG Corps 

and complete the enlistment  
procedure. Enter into training and 

active duty, receive advanced 
training and typically commit for 

four years of active duty. 

JAG’s ARE REAL LAWYERS      
They must go through the same 
educational process of a civilian 
lawyer.  Military attorneys also 

need to know general law as well 
as military law.                       

Because of their assignments, 
for their time working, they 

often handle as many or 
more cases as a                               
civilian lawyer. 

Where do you think all the 
civilian military defense attorneys 

come from.   Most if not all 
were former JAG.                    

That is where they got their                  
experience. 

The next time you see an ad  
for an Experienced civilian 
military defense attorney 

think about where             
they came from. 
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    In today’s economic climate Kiamalu 
Consulting & Investigations  realizes how 
important it is to get the most from your 
budget, without sacrificing on the quality 
of the services you need. With Kiamalu 
you can rest assured that we take pride 
in our work and because of our high skill 
level and extensive experience, we are 
able to offer services that are customized 
to your budget and your needs, resulting 
in a successful relationship.  

Does the Private Investigator I hire need to licensed? 

and what kind of results you will expect in return for your investment. If an investigator               
cannot or will not present you with a contract or implies that a contract is unnecessary,                        
that’s a red flag. Move on. 
 
4. Rely on experience.                                                                                                                  
As you sift through the options available to you when seeking to hire a private investigator, you 
will also encounter varying levels of experience. Some private investigators have little or no  
investigative background. They may be a retired law enforcement officer or retired from the  

military, but this sort of experience and a few months of private detective school 
do not necessarily qualify them to investigate your case.  
Everyone has to start somewhere, and maybe you’re OK with giving the youth 
with a video camera your money to do surveillance. However, if you truly want 
your desired results, seek out an investigator who has experience, especially   

experience doing the type of investigating you desire. The professional you hire needn’t be a  
former FBI agent or member of the secret service, but they should be able to explain their      
real-life experience clearly and easily so that you feel comfortable with them and confident in                       
their abilities. 
 
5. Understand the investigator’s qualifications. When a pr ivate     
investigator categorizes themselves as “bonded,” that means they have 
purchased a detective agency bond. While not specifically categorized as 
insurance, a bonded investigator could be thought of as insured in a way 
because the bond protects a client in case of fraudulent activity or illegal 
actions by the  detective or agency. Being bonded is almost always a  
requirement to  acquire a private investigator license or open an investigation practice. While 
you want your investigator to be bonded, do not be deceived by the title or allow the investigator 
to imply that they are somehow a safer or better practice than competitors. 
 

 At Kiamalu we have all the qualifications that have been explained. People who are                  
looking for a professional and experienced Private Investigator Company have told us we        

are what they want in an experienced Private Investigator Company.                                               
We can and will earn your trust and approval. 

 

  We can be relied on to give 110 % every time. 
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Contact Kiamalu Consulting & Investigations to     
discuss the facts and circumstances of your           

particular case with an experienced investigator.  
Kiamalu Consulting & Investigations LLC offers free initial 

30-minute consultations. However, no advice beyond    
that initial consultation can be provided without a       

signed engagement letter and payment of KCI fees.              
Please call our offices or visit us online at: Kiamalu-ci.us 


